Abstract-We study a new variant of consensus problems, termed 'local average consensus', in networks of agents. We consider the task of using sensor networks to perform dis tributed measurement of a parameter which has both spatial (in this paper ID) and temporal variations. Our idea is to maintain potentially useful local information regarding spatial variation, as contrasted with reaching a single, global consensus, as well as to mitigate the effect of measurement errors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Consensus of multi-agent systems comes in many varieties (e.g.
[1]- [3] ), and in this paper, we focus on a particular variety, namely average consensus (e.g. [4] - [6] ). This refers to an arrangement where each of a network of agents is associated with a value of a certain variable, and a process occurs which ends up with all agents learning the average value of the variable. Finding an average of a set of val ues is apparently conceptually trivial; what makes average consensus nontrivial is the fact that an imposed graphical structure limits the nature of the steps that can be part of the averaging algorithm, each agent only being allowed to exchange information with its neighbors, as defined by an overlaid graphical structure. Issues also arise of noise performance, transient performance, effect of time delay, agent loss, etc.
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We term this variant 'local (average) consensus', and distinguish it from the normal sort of consensus, termed here by way of contrast 'global (average) consensus'.
We consider two schemes for computation of local average consensus. One involves the use of exponential weights to reflect 'closeness' of the agents measured in both topological and geographical distance (viz. the further a neighbor is, the lesser its value will affect the agent's computation of its 'local average'). The other scheme employs a finite window to reduce computation burden; the bounds of the finite win dow will be case-dependent in applications. In both schemes, we design local consensus algorithms to address first the case where the measured variable has spatial variation but is constant in time, and then the case where the measured variable has both spatial and temporal variations. In this paper we consider spatial variation in 1D for simplicity. The designed local consensus algorithms are distributed, as their global consensus counterparts, in that information exchange is allowed only among neighbors. As we will see, these algorithms have higher memory requirement than that of the global consensus (the latter can be made memoryless).
We also seek to understand the properties of the designed local consensus algorithms. In particular, we analyze spatial frequency response and noise propagation associated to the algorithms. To obtain a fully analytical result we limit our study to 1D sensor network [7] , which can find its application in power line monitoring, canal/river monitoring, structural monitoring of railway and/or bridges.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents local average consensus algorithms for case where the measured variable has spatial variation but is constant in time. Section III and Section IV investigate spatial frequency response and noise propagation of the designed algorithms. Section V presents local consensus algorithms for the case where the measured variable has both spatial and temporal variations. Finally, Section VI states our conclusions.
II. DISTRIBUTED LOCAL CONSENSUS ALGORITHMS
Consider a variable whose values vary in 1D space, and/or in addition vary in time. Suppose we have a (possibly infinite) chain of sensors to be placed (uniformly) along the 1D space. Each sensor i has two variables: a measurement variable Xi and a consensus variable Yi. At each time k = 0, 1, 2, ... each sensor i takes a measurement Xi ( k) (poten tially noisy) of the variable. Our goal is to design distributed algorithms which update each sensor i's consensus variable Yi ( k), based on Xi ( k) and information only from the two immediate neighbors i-I and i + 1, such that Yi ( k) converges to a value which reflects spatial-temporal variations of the variable (as we define below).
In this section, we focus on the case where all local measurements are time-invariant, i.e. xi ( k) = Xi (a constant) for all i, k. The time-varying case will be addressed in Section V, below. We consider two types of weighting schemes: exponential weighting and uniform finite window.
A. Exponential Weighting
For computing a local average at sensor i, it is natural to assign larger weights to information that is spatially closer to i. One way of doing so is to assign an exponential weight r?, P E (0 ,1) and j a nonnegative integer, to a measurement taken at distance j from i. For this scheme, we formulate the following problem, adopting the reasonable assumption that there is a bound M < 00 such that measurement variables
Problem 1. Let P E (0 ,1). Design a distributed algorithm to update each sensor i's consensus variable Yi( k) such that (1) Thus, exponentially decaying weights, at the rate p, are assigned to the information from both forward and backward directions. Note that the limit of Yi( k) exists because all Xi are assumed bounded. The scaling constant ( 1 -p)/ ( l + p) ensures that, if all Xi are the same, Yi ( k) is in the limit equal to Xi.
We propose the following distributed algorithm to solve Problem 1. For all i,
Each sensor i needs information only from its two im mediate neighbors: Yi-1( k) and YH1( k), k = 0,1, .... At each iteration k k 2), the quantities used to update Yi( k)
. Thus more memory is required in this local consensus algorithm than in a global consensus algorithm, though the increase is obviously modest. 
+ p j=l
The second equality above is due to (2a). Then taking the limit as k -+ 00 yields (1). That the limit exists follows from the fact that IXil < M < 00 and p E (0 ,1).
First, it is easily verified from (2b), (2c) that (3) holds when k = 1, 2. Now let k 22 and suppose (3) holds for all (3) holds for all k 2 1.
(4)
• Note from the derivation in (4) that in the scheme
correction term which cancels the redundant information
Yi-k+l(O) + YHk-1( 0).
Remark 1: An extension of Algorithm (2) is ilmnediate. Each sensor i weights information from the backward direc tion differently from the forward direction, using exponential weights Pb and Pj E (0 ,1), respectively. Then revise Algo rithm (2) as follows:
This revised algorithm yields
The proof of this claim is almost the same as that validating Algorithm (2).
B. Uniform Finite Window
An alternative to exponential weighting is to have a finite window for each sensor such that every agent's in formation within the window is weighted uniformly, and the information outside the window discarded. For time invariant measurements, this is to compute the average of measurements within the window. We formulate the problem. Problem 2. Let L 2 1 be an integer, and 2L + 1 the length of the finite window of sensor i; i.e. sensor i uses measurement information from L neighbors in each direction. Suppose i knows L. Design a distributed algorithm to update each i' s consensus variable Yi ( k) such that (7) Thus it is required that the average of 2L + 1 measurements be computed in L steps.
A variation of Algorithm (2) will solve Problem 2.
The memory requirement of this algorithm is the same as Algorithm (2) 
J=l
The second equality above is due to (8a).
• 
III. S PATIAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE
The whole concept of local consensus is based on the precept that global consensus may suppress too much infor mation that might be of interest. In effect, global (average) consensus applies a filter to spatial information which leaves the DC component intact, and completely suppresses all other frequencies. Our task in this section is to study the extent to which local consensus in contrast does not destroy all information regarding spatial variation, and the tool we use to do this is to look at a spatial frequency response. Fur ther, there is a trade-off in using local consensus, apart from additional computational complexity as noted in Section II: there is less mitigation-obviously-of the effect of noise. We also consider this point in the next section.
We associate with the measured variable and consensus variable sequences {Xi, -00 < i < oo } and { Yi , -00 < i < oo } their spatial Z-transforms X(Z), Y(Z) defined by 00 00 -00
-00
Spatial Z-transforms capture spatial frequency content, and are a potentially useful tool for analysing the relationship between measured variables and consensus variables. Our aim is to understand how, when the measured variable sequence has spatially sinusoidal variation at frequency w, the steady state values of the consensus variables Yi depend on p and w. Of course, in a practical situation spatial variation may not necessarily be sinusoidal. The benefit of the sinusoidal analysis is that it leads to a transfer function and hence to a concept of bandwidth for the average consensus algorithm, i.e. a notion of a spatial frequency below which variations can be reasonably tracked even when the algorithm is operating, while spatially faster variations will be suppressed or filtered out in deriving the local average consensus. We shall first consider local consensus with exponential weighting, and then local consensus with a uniform finite window.
A. Exponential Weighting
The calculation using Z-transforms proceeds as follows. Starting with the steady state equation (cf. (1))
1-P 2
Yi = --( Xi + PXi-l + P Xi-2 + ... (12) l + p +pXi+l + p 2 X H2 + ... )
one has
Summing from i = -00 to 00 yields I -p 1 22 22
For future reference, define the transfer function
For Z = exp(jw), the transfer function is real and positive.
However, for arbitrary Z in general its value is complex. It has two poles which are mirror images through the unit circle of each other. Now suppose that the measured variable sequence Xi is sinusoidal, thus Xi = exp(jiwo), where j = R.
The associated Z-transform X(Z) is formally given by 2:: : -00 XiZ -i . When Z = exp(jw), there holds 00 X (exp(jw)) = L exp(ji(w -wo)) = 2'ITS(w -wo) (16) i =-oo where we are appealing to the fact that the delta function Sex) is the limit of a multiple of the Dirichlet kernel i.e.
2'IT N ---> 00
In formal terms, it follows from (14) and (15) 
Equivalently, the consensus variable is also sinusoidal at frequency Wo and with phase shift and amplitude defined by H(exp(j wo)). The phase shift is easily checked to be zero for all wo, and the amplitude is in fact the value of H itself, viz.
(1
p -pcos Wo Observe that if Wo = 0, i.e. the measured variable is a constant or spatially invariant, then H(l) = 1 irrespective of p, i.e. the consensus variable is the same constant -as we would expect. Observe further that for fixed Wo i-0, as p ----+ 1, H( exp(jwo)) ----+ 0, which is consistent with the fact that with p = 1, the average value of the measured variable, viz. 0, will propagate through to be the value everywhere of the consensus variable.
Observe that if p is close to 1, i.e. 1 -P is small, a straightforward calculation shows that with Wo = 1 -p, the   1.4 ,----------,--------,------,--------,------ The above calculations assume that there are an infinite number of measuring agents. When the number is finite, it is clear that the results will undergo some variation. When the hop distance to the array boundary, call it d, from a particular agent, is such that p d is very small, the error will obviously be minor. In the vicinity of the boundary, the errors will be greater, and a kind of end effect will be observed. The results for an infinite number of agents are accordingly indicative of the results for a finite number.
B. Uniform Finite Window
From (7), the steady-state equation in this case is
and it is straightforward to establish that
The transfer function
The shape of the Dirichlet kernel is well known; H assumes its maximum value of 1 at W = 0, and the bandwidth is roughly L �· [/ 2 . Evidently, the bandwidths in the exponential weighted case and the uniform finite window case are of the same order when
Put another way, and roughly speaking, a window length of 2L + 1 allows spatial variation of a bandwidth n to pass through the averaging process when Ln is about 1. 7.
IV. NOISE PROPAGATION
As mentioned already, the noise performance when local consensus is used will be worse than that when global consensus is used. To fix ideas, suppose that for each i, measurement agent i has its measurement contaminated by additive noise Ei of zero mean and variance (J 2 , with the noise at any two agents being independent.
Then if there are N agents, the error in the average will be ( liN) 'L!1 Ei, which has variance �. Obviously this goes to zero as N --+ 00.
When the uniform finite window of length 2Li + 1 is used, 2 this same thinking shows that the error variance is 2 t +1 . Now suppose that exponential weighting is used. In local average consensus the error will be 1-p 2 2 --[Ei + PEi-1 + P Ei-2 + ... + PEi+1 + P Ei+2 + ... ] (25) l + p and the variance is given by (J 2 (26) This lies in the interval ( � ( 1 -p), 1 -p)), and for p close to 1, the error is approximately equal to the lower bound.
Indeed, the closer p is to 1, the less is the error variance. It is not hard to verify that a uniform finite window of length 2Li + 1 and an exponential weighting of p = �i; +f yield the same variance. Equivalently, this condition is 1-p = L ,'; 1 / 2 ' which means that exponential weighting and uniform finite window weighting, if they achieve the same bandwidth (cf. (24», also have approximately the same noise performance.
The same condition incidentally says that p L i ;::: :; e -1 , im plying that the finite window width with uniform weighting has width determined by the number of steps over which the exponential weighting dies off by a factor of e. These observations also mean, unsurprisingly, that when Li or p are adjusted, noise variance is proportional to bandwidth.
V. LOC AL CONSENSUS WITH TIME-VARYING

MEASUREMENTS
We have so far considered time-invariant local measure ments. In practice, however, most measured variables are time-varying: e.g. temperature, pollution, and current/voltage in power lines. In this section, we consider that each mea surement variable xi ( k) is time-varying, i.e. a function of time k, and design distributed algorithms to track temporal variations of measurements, in addition to spatial variations.
In the sequel, we will again consider the two schemes: first exponential weighting, and then uniform finite window. The proofs of the results can be found in [8] .
A. Exponential Weighting
Henceforth, we shall assume as is reasonable that there is a bound M < 00 such that measured variables IXi ( k) I < M for all i, k.
Problem 3. Let p E (0 ,1). Design a distributed algorithm to update each sensor i's consensus variable Yi( k) such that An exponential weight r? is applied to measurements from j steps away sensors in both directions with j time delay. In this way temporal changes of Xi are taken into account.
Extending Algorithm (2), we propose the following dis tributed algorithm, which differs from (2) by inclusion of additional terms reflecting temporal changes in local mea surement values.
Each sensor i needs information only from its two imme diate neighbors: Yi-1( k) and Yi+1( k), k = 0,1, .... Note that sensor i does not need its neighbors' measurement variables Xi-1 ( k) and Xi+1 ( k). Compared to Algorithm (2), two additional quantities (requiring further modest increase in local memory) are used to update Yi( k): xi ( k+1)-xi ( k) and xi ( k -1) -xi ( k -2); both represent changes in local measurements at different times. Indeed, xi ( k + 1) -xi ( k) provides new information, while xi(k -1) -xi(k -2) is used as a correction term.
Theorem 3: Algorithm (28) solves Problem 3. As cOlmnented in Remark 1 for Algorithm (2), we may similarly extend Algorithm (28) to the case where sensors assign different exponential weights to information from the backward and the forward directions, using Pb, PI E (0 ,1).
B. Uniform Finite Window
The finite window case with time-varying measurements is challenging, because all information outside the window has to be discarded, and temporal variations of information within the window have to be tracked. We state the problem formally. 
The explanation for the time arguments associated with Xi-j and xi+j on the right of (29) is as follows. At each time step, values can be 'passed' by exactly one hop. Hence, it takes j time instances for a measured variable at sensor i -j to be perceived at sensor j. Therefore the consensus variable Y i(k) can depend on xi -j(k -j) (resp. xi+j(k -j) but no later value of xi_j(k -j) (resp. xi+j(k -j».
The distributed algorithm we design to solve Problem 4 has several features. First, it needs an additional vector of 
We refer to [8] for frequency response analyses of the two local consensus algorithms designed in this section, with respect to both spatial and temporal variations.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied local average consensus in distributed measurement of a variable using ID sensor networks. Dis tributed local consensus algorithms have been designed to address first the case where the measured variable has spatial variation but is constant in time, and then the case where the measured variable has both spatial and temporal variations. Two schemes for local average computation have been em ployed: exponential weighting and uniform finite window. Further, we have analyzed spatial frequency response and noise propagation associated to the algorithms. In future work, we aim to extend the algorithms to higher dimensions.
